Lettings Guide

Expert, honourable and personal

Welcome – how can we help?
Our sole focus is you. Whatever your needs we can help you, whether it be letting your own home,
helping find a first investment property or expanding your portfolio.
Delivering great customer service is just the start. To be the best in our industry we have to do things
differently, which requires more innovation, more enthusiasm and staff who all have a clear understanding
of what it means to offer a refreshing approach.
We have been recognised as one of the best agents in the country. Our systems and processes have been
rigorously tested over the years so we genuinely think we have the best management service available.
Our services have been designed with flexibility in mind to enable us to provide a service that suits your needs.
We hope this guide gives you a taster of what you can expect from us and
how we can help you with your next investment. If you would like to
hear about our refreshing approach just get in touch with one
of our team.

£26,753

Average income of our tenants

34 years

Average age of our tenants

£997

Average rent per applicant

99.2%

Of our landlords receive their rent
within 3 days of it being due
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Where to invest?
At Maxine Lester we are dedicated to making your rental investments the most effective for you.
We understand how to match your criteria, for us to find the highest quality of tenant. By utilising our
industry experience we keep your property in top notch condition to maximise the capital growth.
As an investor, you should be looking for both capital growth and good yields. In our opinion,
Cambridgeshire is a great place to start your search. Cambridge and the surrounding areas have
plenty of unique features making it perfect for the professional, corporate or military tenant.
High employment a variety of transportation and links to the motorway system and London,
many large business parks, thriving market towns, sports facilities and some of the best schools
in the country are great driving forces.

82.9%

Of tenancies are ended by
the tenant not the landlord
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Where to start ?
We use the very latest technology to market your property to show the benefits rather than give
prospective tenants a list of features.
This is because most tenants will start their search online so great presentation will get results to attract
the right tenant. The results show what we achieve – Rightmove (UK’s biggest property portal) show that
over the last year we have achieved more lets than any other agent in the area). 20% of our initial viewings
are due to the fact that we continually talk to prospective tenants. So when we get a property that matches
their requirements they have the chance to see it before it is shown on the portals.

How Maxine Lester have performed over the last 12
months in comparison to our competition
Others (57 Offices) – 176 Lets

Maxine Lester Residential
Lettings – 150 Lets

Office 13 – 18 Lets
Office 12 – 20 Lets

Office 2 – 82 Lets

Office 11 – 23 Lets
Office 10 – 29 Lets

Office 3 – 82 Lets

Office 9 – 33 Lets
Office 8 – 34 Lets
Office 7 – 35 Lets
Office 6 – 61 Lets

Office 4 – 76 Lets
Office 5 – 72 Lets
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Better Marketing
You’ve taken time choosing your investment and most probably spent time and money making sure
that it is in great order to attract the right tenants so you want to make sure that it looks its best when
it comes to the market.
Your tenants have choice, therefore you need to make sure that your property stands out from the crowd.
The photos need to be bright, inviting and taken from the best angle of the room. Next you need to have
the benefits of the property clearly listed rather than a list of features. Other important factors include
showing a floor plan (Rightmove indicate that properties with a floor plan achieve 30% more hits) so that
your tenant can see where their furniture will go. Videttes can also help to get your property out there.
Case Study: The property below was with the first agent for 284 days (see examples 1 & 2 ) Maxine Lester
then took it over and found a tenant within 7 days at £200 more ( see examples 3 & 4). By using brighter,
more appealing pictures, listing of benefits rather than features and pictures that fill the screen.
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3 Bedroom Semi-detached to let £1000 PCM
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St Ives

Semi-detached three bedroom three-storey town house
on outskirts of St Ives with allocated parking space.
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3 Bedroom Semi-detached to let £1000 PCM
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3 Bedroom Semi-detached to let £1200 PCM
THREE STOREY TOWNHOUSE in a VERY desirable
location, with your own MASTER SUITE taking over
the top floor, including a WALK IN WARDROBE. With
over 1200SQ FT of living space you definitely will not
be under each others feet! Other benefits include;
integrated white goods, low maintenance garden
and a polite dog will be considered. Call now to
arrange your appointment.

Semi-detached three bedroom three-storey town house
on outskirts of St Ives with allocated parking space.
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St Ives

3 Bedroom Semi-detached to let £1200 PCM
THREE STOREY TOWNHOUSE in a VERY desirable
location, with your own MASTER SUITE taking over
the top floor, including a WALK IN WARDROBE. With
over 1200SQ FT of living space you definitely will not
be under each others feet! Other benefits include;
integrated white goods, low maintenance garden
and a polite dog will be considered. Call now to
arrange your appointment.
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Securing the right tenant
We do not want someone moving into your property who we would not put into our own properties.
So after accompanied viewings and careful applicant vetting we undertake comprehensive checks and
referencing. Our referencing process is about much more than just a credit score. We get to know the
person. Through one to one conversations we quickly build a character profile that we match to your
requirements. Only when we are satisfied with the fit, we begin formal referencing which is designed
to minimise any potential risks. This includes credit checks, employment and past landlord references,
right to rent checks and review of Bank statements.
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What would tenants pay more for?
With over 6000 tenancies under our belt we understand what motivates tenants to pay more. The main
driver is flexibility from the landlord. For example, 87% of tenants looking to rent have a pet, yet the
majority of landlords refuse pets, meaning they are totally out of kilter with the market, and will not
be achieving the best return or have happy tenants. As a landlord you will need to strike a balance to
ensure your business is profitable.

SatelliteTV 2%
Balcony 3%

Bike storage 1%

House Cleaning 4%
Pets Allowed 25%

High Speed Internet 7%

How much would
your tenant pay
extra per month?
Bike storage £80
Furnished £163
Balcony £50

Other13%

House Cleaning £150
Garden 20%
Move in Ready
Furnished 15%

SatelliteTV £30
Parking £50
Garden £50
High Speed Internet £20

Parking 19%
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Pets Allowed £50

Preparing your property to let
Everyone has to start somewhere, and we know how tricky it is to get to grips with all of the legislation
that covers rental properties, and all of the obligations you face as a landlord. We have carried out a
survey of our new landlords, and the top 5 points that concern new landlords are:
n Rent gets paid on time
n The legal risks are taken care of
n Unexpected costs are minimised
n Things are clearly explained
n Confidence that your letting agent is trustworthy
Despite many changes in legislation, renting property remains a good investment, so whether you
have bought (or are buying) your property as an investment, or are renting a property that you have
previously lived in, Maxine Lester are here to help.
As the Law provides little support unless everything is done properly, it is important to be aware of
the legal issues and risks. We can manage these on your behalf and help you budget for your rental
property as your own lettings business. We have an impeccable record of collecting rents on time (over
the last 12 months 99.2% of rents due were paid within 3 days) and we are always on hand to explain
everything that you need to know.
For more detailed information go to our web site www.maxinelester.co.uk/lettings-newbie
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The legal bits
n 	Ensure you have a valid energy performance certificate before any tenant viewings take place
n Obtain consent to let from mortgage lender or lease holder and arrange suitable buildings insurance
n Check that your Gas Safety certificate is up to date and provide a copy to your new tenants before
they move in
n Ensure any furniture and soft furnishings comply with current fire safety regulations
n 	Ensure the electrical system is safe and fit for purpose, and arrange PAT testing of any portable
appliance you are providing
n	Check with your local authority to see if you require an HMO (House in Multiple Occupation) licence
for your property
n 	Ensure the tenancy agreement covers all the required terms and obligations, is legally binding and
signed by all parties
n Prepare a comprehensive inventory and schedule of condition, with photographic evidence
n 	Ensure smoke alarms and carbon monoxide detectors are fitted and are all working properly
n Notify your local authority of the new tenancy details for Council Tax purposes
n 	Arrange for all meter readings to be taken and transfer utility bills to the tenant
n	Get a duplicate set of keys cut for each tenant plus an extra set for your own use for property
inspections, maintenance checks and repairs
n 	Arrange for post to be forwarded on for any previous tenant or occupier of the property
n	Register the deposit with one of the government-backed tenant deposit protection schemes
n 	Contact HMRC with any questions about self-assessment, or for details about the NRL Scheme if you
are living or working overseas
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Gettings things right first time
Clunk Click every trip!
As with many things, on the face of it renting a property should be simple. If handled properly then
it simply takes time and requires a good understanding of the many letting obligations. In fact the
Government have produced an easy read guide for landlords.
The guide is helpful but fails to address the risks which arise when things don’t go to plan or limited
knowledge creates a problem. Without doing everything in the right way, at the right time, with the
right paperwork, then it may mean you can’t evict your tenant. We use experience and established
procedures to protect you from these risks. We consider this aspect of our work to be your “renting seat
belt”; you don’t have accidents requiring your seat belt all the time, but you understand the risk you run
by not wearing one, so you usually belt up!
Don’t forget, your property is a major
asset, you really don’t want to hand
that over to someone without some
proper protection.
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Peace of mind
Professional inventory
Giving your tenant/s a professional inventory at the outset of the tenancy and asking them to check that
everything is in order, certainly gives your tenants the right first impression. They know how you are giving
the property to them – in good condition, clean, tidy and with everything in working order – and they know
that is how you will expect the property to be returned. If you do not provide an inventory, then you really
are starting out on the back foot. It will also be unlikely you will be able to make a claim on their deposit for
anything at the end of the tenancy because you do not have a 3rd party report to check against. Maxine
Lester use the services of local professional clerks whom we are happy to recommend to you.
Inspecting your property
We often hear from landlords that ‘they don’t like to keep bothering their tenants’ but we must stress how
important it is to keep an eye on your property, make sure that little issues are nipped in the bud and that the
property is being looked after to the standards you would expect.
Maxine Lester are experts at looking for
the signs that could point to trouble in
the long run, and that is why we carry out
mid-term inspections, or on a quarterly
basis for landlords who select our Property
Visit package or higher.
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All a bit too much?
– leave it to us!
We have designed our precis of services to allow you to choose the package that best suits you and your
circumstances. As a specialist lettings and property management team, we fully understand that not
every landlord has the same needs so bearing this in mind, if the following packages don’t fully match
your needs we can create a bespoke service package for you.
For a far better experience in managing your property contact our team on 01480 494939.
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Tenant Find
For landlords who are totally confident in managing their portfolio and keeping themselves
updated on changes in legislation this is what Maxine Lester offer you
n Dealing with an ARLA Licensed Agent – with
Client Monies Protection

n Comprehensive credit referencing and tenant
referencing

n Member of the Property Ombudsman Scheme

n Full Right to Rent identity checks and records

n Property Health Check, arranging safety and
compliance certificates

n Agree detailed terms with you and the tenants

n Professional Marketing on all major portals
n Accompanied viewings*
n Negotiation between tenant and landlord to
achieve the deal*

n Full preparation of an up to date Tenancy
Agreement and advice on legal requirements
n Service of Ground 1 and Ground 2 Notices
where applicable
n Notify utilities of new tenants moving in
n Comprehensive tenant check in with
experienced staff member
n NRL1 overseas landlord approval advice
(where applicable) with relevant notices to
HMRC and/or tenants
* As part of our marketing package
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Rent Collection
For landlords who want the benefits of the Tenant Find service but want the peace of mind knowing
the rent is diligently collected each month

n TDS prescribed information presented to the
tenant within legal timeline and requirements

n Arrange all relevant safety and compliance
reports when due (cost of contractors to be
met by you)

n In House specialist rent collection, with
exceptional success rates

n Tenancy renewal management, agreeing all
details with you

n Rents received paid by bank transfer, usually on
same working day of receipt

n Annual rental income review

n Tenancy Deposit securely registered with TDS

n Serve routine notices

n Rents paid within 3 working days of the
contractual rent due date
n We will pay you on a Friday if your rent due falls
on the weekend – subject to the rent being
received from your tenants
n Clear monthly statements emailed when payment
made
n Established and secure tenant chasing system
and landlord communication for overdue rents
n Arrange full inventory by 3rd party inventory
clerk at tenancy start to ensure deposit is relevant
(cost of inventory clerk to be met by you)
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PropertyVisits

Tenant Contact

For landlords who want the benefit of our Tenant
Find and Rent Collection packages coupled with
the confidence of knowing the property is visited
regularly by us

For landlords who want the benefit of all our
previous packages with the addition of our team
carrying out the checkout

n Quarterly property visits with comprehensive
photographic written report emailed to you
n Ongoing advice on property improvements to
rent successfully
n Legal advice/helpline including advice relating
to the Housing Act 1988/1996/2004, Housing
and Health and Safety Rating System, Landlord
and Tenant Act 1985/1987, Furniture and
Furnishings (Fire) (Safety) Regulations 1988,
Gas Safety (Installation and Use) Regulations
1998 – to name but a few!
n Landlord holiday cover providing 24 hour
tenant helpline

n 1st point of tenant contact for any out of hours
maintenance issues completing priority work,
or delaying till next working day for you where
possible, (you will take calls at other times)
n Handle tenants behaviour found on property
visits formally writing to tenants where required
n Clear advice on options if tenants not meeting
their obligations
n Comprehensive tenant check-out procedure
n Preparation of all deposit paperwork (where
applicable) if our advice/recommendations
have been followed
n Legal Negotiation with tenants for any
dilapidation charges
n Notify utilities of tenancy ending
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Property
Management

Maintenance
Review

For landlords who want the benefit of all previous
services but would like us to be the first point of
contact for maintenance issues

For landlords who want the benefit of all previous
services but want to feel confident that nothing will be
spent on their property without their prior approval

nA
 rrange works to property in advance of check in

n Directly agree all works with you before
instructing contractors, unless it is a priority issue

n Address any issues identified by tenants on
Inventory at check in
n Provide 24/7 tenant helpline as 1st point of
contact for all issues including maintenance
or disputes

n Obtain comparative costs for works above £100
where possible
n Annual statement of all transactions for your
tax return

n Where maintenance or repairs are required
investigate and identify suitable action
n Instruct contractors when works required
are a priority or cost below £250 in value,
notifying you as soon as possible
n Agree costs with you for works above £250
– where possible using comparative costs
nM
 anage contractors we instruct and
ensure works completed as required
n L iaise with tenants for access for contractors
we instruct
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Why choose Maxine Lester?
n We are a specialist lettings company and the team of 13 based in St Ives have their individual
strengths but concentrate on lettings alone – they are not chasing a sale fee. We concentrate
on your asset
n 76% of our new business comes from recommendations from our present customers
n We offer flexible packages to manage your property – we don’t tell you what you can have,
we ask you what you want
n We have achieved the most lets in the local area. Why? Because our exceptional marketing attracts
more applicants (about 60 - 70 a week) which gives us a bigger pool of prospective tenants and we
constantly research our database to find the right tenant for you
n Last year we achieved an average increase of 3.5% rent paid on our portfolio
n Last year we reduced our landlord void periods by 27% with the introduction of a tenant check out
service to our tenants
n Over the last 6 months 99% of our landlords have received their rent on time
n Over the last 6 months it has taken us on average 15 days to find a tenant for a property
n We regularly measure our performance and are always looking for ways to improve
n We answer the phone within 3 rings, read your emails and reply to them all within 24 hours,
quicker if they are urgent!
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n Extensive online coverage, including Rightmove, OnTheMarket and Zoopla
n Careful tenant selection for your approval and thorough referencing through a specialist
n Registration of deposit in accordance with the Tenancy Deposit Scheme
n Preparation of the appropriate tenancy agreement and documentation
n Collection of initial rent and deposit
n Fast Pay – Our rent payment system ensures quick delivery to your account
n Clear rent statements issued monthly by post or email, whichever you prefer
n Thorough periodic property management inspections which are reported to you
n Approved contractors to deal with any maintenance issues that may arise
n 24/7 Emergency call out to a member of our property management team
n Payment of repair bills on account
n Stress free end of tenancy process
n Annual Rental review
n Regular agreed contact with feedback and progress
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Meet the team
We have a dedicated team who really understand our client needs. We take professional training of
our team very seriously by providing support training and recognising the value of career progression.
As members of ARLA (The Association of Residential Lettings), we provide both in house and external
training to ensure that our staff are up to date on the ever changing legislations, of which there are over
150 pieces and growing.

Maxine Lester
MARLA
Director

Matthew Lester
MARLA
Director

Stephanie Marshall
MARLA
Senior Negotiator

Sally Pearton
MARLA, Property
Maintenance Inspector

Becky Hammond
Property Management
Support

maxine.lester@maxinelester.co.uk

sally.pearton@maxinelester.co.uk
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matthew.lester@maxinelester.co.uk

becky.hammond@maxinelester.co.uk

stephanie.marshall@maxinelester.co.uk

Tania Fullalove
MARLA
Contract Executive
tania.fullalove@maxinelester.co.uk

Abigail Evans
MARLA
Lettings Coordinator
abigail.evans@maxinelester.co.uk

Lisa Gadsby
MARLA
Property Team Manager
lisa.gadsby@maxinelester.co.uk

Hazel Green
Property Management
Administrator
hazel.green@maxinelester.co.uk

Jade McNamara
Accounts Manager
jade.mcnamara@maxinelester.co.uk

Alison Lomas
Accounts Assistant
alison.lomas@maxinelester.co.uk

Gill Fordham
Go to Girl!
gill.fordham@maxinelester.co.uk

Contact
We cover all areas around Huntingdon, St Ives and Cambridge from our office at:
12 Station Road
St Ives
Huntingdon
Cambridgeshire
PE27 5BH
Office 01480 494939
info@maxinelester.co.uk
9am-5pm Monday-Friday
9:30am-1:30pm Saturday
Closed Sundays and Bank holidays
Out of hours repairs 01480 494967
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71% of our new business comes
from the recommendation
of our customers
Here are what some of them have said...

“Professional,thorough
and operate with high
standards.They are
brilliant!”
Kate Stephens - Landlord

“Having rented from several
letting agents while our
house is being let out I can
see how amazing Maxine
Lester have been”
JessicaWebb - Landlord

“I have used Maxine
Lester for several years
and fail to see how they
could improve on the
exemplary service they
provide”
DavidThorpe - Landlord
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“Theseguysare
brilliantlyefficient,good
valueandyetwithareal
personaltouchwhichis
rarethesedays”
Matthew Dilley - Landlord

“Maxine and her team
are always on hand to
provide me with advice
and deal with any issues
with my tenants or
current legislation”
AndyTibbett - Landlord

“I have always found Maxine
and her staff very good
when dealing with tenant/
landlord discrepancies,
being an ambassador for
the tenant and also landlord
and being able to resolve
things amicably”
PaulaWood - Landlord

“Maxine Lester
and her team
prove time and
again they are
leaders in the
industry”
Phil Spencer
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maxinelester.co.uk

